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Earlier results on weak convergence to diffusion processes [S] are generalized to cases where 
the limiting diffusions may have regular boundaries. The boundaries may be adhesive or reflecting, 
and in each case we give two different sets of conditions for convergence. It is shown that these 
conditions are necessary and sufficient for convergence in the same sense as the conditions in 
[8]. We also extend our results to cases where the coefficients of the diffusions have simple 
discontinuities, in particular we thereby answer an open question by Keiison and Wellner [9’i. 
Finally we formulate alternative sets of conditions for convergence, with these new sets being 
more convenient for instance when the sequence under investigation consists of pure jum? 
Markov processes in contrnuous time. 
Weak convergence to diffusion process 
regular boundaries 
random time change 
minimal conditions for convergence 
1. Introduction arrd background 
Let LKWL=t,2.... be a sequence of real-valued random processes, right con- 
tinuous (In [0, 00) and with left-hand limits on (0, OO), i.e. with paths in D = DIO, 00). 
A ce,ntral problem in applied probability is to find conditions under which such a 
sequence converges in some sense- . i e. in finite-dimensional distributions or 
weakly, relative to some topology on D- to a diffusion process. Various sets of 
conditions have been given by various authors. In Helland [$I we give a set of 
conditiors that is sufficient for weak convergence in the case where the limiting 
diffusion is time-homogeneous, one-dimensional, and without regular boundaries. 
In fact we proved that this set of conditions is necessary and sufficient if we 
strengthen the definition of weak convergence slightly; necessary in the sense that 
the conditions are satisfied for at least one sequence of partitions of the time axis. 
To make the statements of the present paper self-contained, we will repeat the 
conditions from [g], but first we establish some notation that will be maintained 
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throughout the paper. For each tz let Xn( a) be adapted to an increasing family of 
a-fields (9” (t): t 2 0). By a sequence of partitions we will mean a family of random 
variables {tt : k I= I), 1, . . . , n = 1,2, . . . ) such that each tf: is a stopping time relative 
to {9$,(t): t 2 0}, such that 
(1-l) 
and such that for each t > 0 
max At,,(k) + 0 in probability as n -, 00, (1.2) Osksr,,(r) 
where 
r,,(f) = max(k 2 0: tl: s t), At,(k) = f:+’ - tf;. (1.3) 
(In many applications the $s will be non-random.) Define 
AX,(k)=X,(t:+*)-X,(t,k), (1.4) 
where I( l ) is the indicator function. Let X(t) be a diffusion proc 2:~s with state 
interval F, drift coefficient &.y) and diffusion coefficient a*(x). To begin with we 
will assume that ,U ( l ) and u*( l ) are continuous on (ro, tl) = int(F) and that a*(x) > 0 
for x E (rO, rl). Also we will assume that F is the union of G’ = (Q, rl) and the 
accessible boundary points, and that all accessible boundary points, if any, are 
finite. (For the classification of bo und. .ries, see [3] or [ 121; a summary is given in 
[8].) These are relatively weak assltT:;)tions, but even so some of them may be 
rel,dxed (see Section 8). 
Throughout we will let 3 denote weak convergence in D, with D having the 
Stone topology (ske [l l!), and let -5 denote convergence in probability. All 
convergence is as n --m, unless stated otherwise. When taking expectations of 
ranclom variables associated wi*:h the process X,Jt), we will write Ek{ l } fol 
E{ 0 ! P,,(ti)}; similarly we write 1” kL 9 ] for P[ .I 9-H (tt)] when no misunderstanding !‘ 
may arise. 
In [8] we considered the following set of conditions (where K is some closed set 
on the line). 
AO: X,, (0) - +X(O) in distribution. 
r,, I t 1 
Al: C &[VXa(k))E]~O forallE,f>O. 
k =0 
for all f > 0, 
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the condition X,,(t) E F a.s. for all n and t-suffice for convergence to .X(t). If X(t) 
is not on natural scale and one knows that the conditions of Theorem 1.1 .are 
satisfied, then one must require in addition that a certain expression--essentially 
a linear combination of the terms on the left-hand sides in A2(K) and A3(K)- 
should converge when Xn (tff ) in each term is allowed to be close to the adhesive 
boundaries. 
A related situation arises when X(t) has one Gr two reflecting boundaries. To 
illustrate, let X(t) be Brownian motion on [0, 00) with reflection in 0. Then (1.5) 
and (1.6) still hold for each x > 0, but in neither case the convergence is uniform 
in x for x near 0. On the other hand we have 
t 
-1 I (y*-X2)Px[X(t)Edy]-,l (t-+0) Iv--XlS 1 (1.7) 
uniformly in x for x E [0, 11. Again we can find general sufficient conditions for 
weak convergence X,,(t) =>X( t) involving a certain linear combination of the terms 
on the left-hand sides of A2(K) and A3(K). 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we formulate the main results, 
whose proofs occupy the Sections 3-6. In Section 7 we show that our conditions 
for convergence are necessary in a certain sense, and in Section 8 we give various 
extensions of the main results (convergence to diffusion,s with positive initial 
probability at entrance boundaries, to diffusions with (T*( l ) vanishing at certain 
points in G and diffusions where p( 0) and/or cr*( l ) may be discontinuous). In 
Section 9 we give an alternatti*/e set of conditons for convergence, a set that turns 
out to be more convenient, e.g., for sequences of pure jump Markov processes in 
continuous time. The statements of the paper are self-contained, but in the proofs 
we shall sometimes refer to arguments used in [6], [7] or [S]. 
:2. Main results: Condition for convergence 
As indicated in the introduction, we will consider two different types of behavior 
of the diffusion X(t) at a regular boundary ri: Either the boundary is adhesive (i.e. 
.X(t) is stopped when hitting Q), or the boundary is (instantaneously) reflecting. We 
use the term adhesive instead of absorbing, since the latter term is often used to 
Idenote that the process is killed when hitting rim (We are only interested in conserva- 
tive diffusion processes in this paper.) In principle one can imagine other types of 
regular boundaries, e.‘g. boundaries that are slowly reflecting, but these cases do 
not seem to occur often in applications. 
Also, we will give two di erent sets of conditions for convergence to X(L). The 
filrst set is applicable without any further restrictions on p( l ) and cr*( l ), but the 
conditions seem to be fairly difficult. to verify in practice. In the second set of 
conditions we make more specific assumptions on p( l ) (a), and then we 
arrive at conditions that are closely related to A2( 
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For the first set of conditions, let cy, p E G = (rO, rl) and define 
S,(a)=inf{t3O:X,,(t)Ga orX,(t--)sCU), 
T,(~)=inf{t~O:X,(t)~~orX,,(t--)a@}. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
In addition to the conditions given in Section 1 consider the following: 
AA(O): JijmO li~r.s~p P (S, (0) < t) n 
[ ( 
sup X&)3 ‘o+& =o 
S,(a)_;s<r )I 
for all E, t > 0. 
for all E, t > 0. 
i 
I 
AR(O): y~ lirn sup P[X,(s)6ro+&]ds=0 forallt>O. 
n--Doe0 
c I AR( 1): 8~ lim sup P[X,,(s)>,rr--&Ids =0 for all t>O. 
n-+00 JO 
In words: AA(i) means that once the process Xn( 9 ) gets close to ri it should stay 
close during any compact interval of time, at least for large n. AR(i) means roughly 
that the process Xn( l ) should not spend much time in any small neighborhood of 
ri when n is large. 
Theorem 2J. Let {X,&j:, .ZF,&), t:, r,(t), X(t)} be as in the introduction. Assume A0 
and Al. Assume that ii2(K) and A3(K) hold for all con-pact intervals K in G, 
and that A4(i) holds whenever ri is accessible for X(t) in addition assume that 
AA(i) holds when ri is an adhesive (regular) boundary for X(t) and that AR(i) 
holds when ri is a reflecling (regular) boundary for X(t). Then X,,(t)+X(t). 
The conaitions AR(O) and AR(l) may be formulated in several ways. One 
equivalent form of AR(O) is 
J 
I 
I(X,Js)~rtr+P,)ds~O (2.3) 
0 
folr all t > 0 and all sequences {E,,} such that E,, 10. 
To simphfy the statements of the alternative conditions for convergence, we will 
first assume (instead of A4(0) and A4(1)) that 
[X,(t)EF]=l foralln31,t~O, (2.4) 
so that, e.g., p( efined when p ( l ) is continuous on F. The expressions 
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occurring in the conditions A2(K) and A3(K) will be abbreviated’to 
Z~(k)=Ek{AilX,(k)}-~(X,(fl:))At,(k),l (2.5) 
2: (k) = Ek{(A 1X,(k))2} - cr2(X,(t,k))At,Jk). (2.6) 
We also define U,,(t) = u (Xn ( c’)) where u( 0) is the scale function for X(t), given by 
U(C) =o, U’(X) = exp (-Ix 2cL(y)c-2(y) dyj (2.7) 
c 
for some c E (rO, Q). Finally we define A 1 U”(k) from U,(t) in the same way as 
A ,Xn (k) is defined from Xn (t) (see (1.4)). In the theorem which follows, we consider 
the case where r. is a regular boundary for X(t); of course, the corresponding 
statements hold when rl is regular. Let E > 0 be fixed (but arbitrary). 
Theorem 2.2. (a) Let r. be adhesive for X(t). Assume that for all t > 0 
Then AA(O) holds under the other conditions of Theorem 2.1. 
(b) Let ro be adhesive, with p( l ), a2( l ), and p( l )crm2( l ) continuous at rfl. Assume 
m(t) 
C IEk{AIUn(k)}~I(X,,(t:)~r~+e)~~~O. 
k=O 
(2.8) 
that for all t > 0 
r,(t) 
c 
k=O 
(2.9) 
Then AA(O) holds under the other conditions of Theorem 2.1. 
(c) Let r. be reflecting, with p( l ) and (r2( l ) continuous at ro, a2(ro) > 0. Assume 
that for all t > 0 
m(r) 
v lZ~(k)+2(X,(t,k)-ro)zt,I(k)ll(r:,(tf:)~rot &C. 
k%O 
(2.10) 
Then AR(O) holds under the other conditions of Theorem 2.1. 
(3 Let ro be reflecting with p ( l ) continuous at ro, p ( ro) > 0 and j,6 p (x)~-~(x) dx = 
00 ior c E (ro, rl). Assume tha<t for all t > 0 
r,(f) 
C lZ~(k)lI(X&)~ro+e)~O. (2SLl) 
k=O 
Then AR(O) holds under the other conditions of Theorem 2.1. 
By combining Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 vve find relatively simple conditions 
for convergence that seem to c lications. 
on natural scale we can replace 8). This I 
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of sufficient conditions for convergence that -were formulated in Section 1. If we 
insert (2.5) and (2.6) into (2.9), we see that the term p(X,(t,k)) cancels. To get a 
feeling of what (2.10) means, note that 
(kix,(k))*+2(x&:) -ro)AXn(k)-AY,(k) 
where Y,(t) = (X,(t) - ro)*. Both (2.9) and (2.10) may be considered as ‘linear 
combinations’ of A2(K) and A3(K) with .K = [m, ro + E]. 
From case (d) we obtain the following corollary of Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 
2.2. We still assume (2.4) to hold. 
Corollary 2.3. Let a*(*) be continuous and positive on G = (~1, rl), and let p ( 9 ) be 
continuous on H where H is the union of G and the regular boundary points of X(t). 
For any regular boundary point ri assume that (--l)‘p(ri) > 0 and that 
i 
( 1)J - 6 (.i)Cr-*(x) dx = +a 
GnK, 
for every neighborhood lVi of ri. Let the regular boundaries of X(t) be reflecting. 
Assume A0 and Al. Assume that A2(K) holds for any compact K c Hand that 
A3(K) holds for any compact K c G. Then Xn(i’)+X(t). 
This corollary cent the results of Norman [15]; in particular, it suffices for 
the usual application c8 ko diffusion approximation of genetic models. For a proof 
that our conditions on p ( 0) and cr*( 9) follow from those of [ 151, see [ 14, p. 1481. 
Ethier [4, Lemma 2, pa 2301 gives more general results in this direction. Note that 
we have no requirement about differentiability of p( .) and a*( 0). 
In Section 7 we will show that the conditions for convergence given irr the 
theorems of this section are in each case necessary and sufficient in the same sense 
as the conditions for canvergence in [8]. Thus the situations described in Section 
1 where some of the conditions were ‘too strong’, do not arise. 
3. Random time &an 
Let c be a fixed real number. Throughout this section., we will let x I l ) and x,, ( l ) 
denote elements of D = D[O, 00). In analogy with the discussion in [6], look at the 
following map f from D into D: For x ( - ) E D and t 2 0 define 
J 
‘I) 
Px = 1(x(s) a c) ds (em), 
0 
1 J 
l4 
7&)=sup u 20: I(x(s)ac)dsa I O<PxL 0 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
f(x)(t) (=f(x( e))(t)) = [ x(T;(t)) ;; 12; 1;’ 
. (3.3) 
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We cut artificially at pX - 1 to make sure that we always get f(x)( l ) E D. (This would 
not hold in general if we had cut at p,.) 
Let Cc D be the set of continuous functions on [0, OO), and let C* be the set 
of functions x ( l ) in D that satisfy 
(i) x(+ C, 
(ii) h ({s 2 0: x(s) = c}) = 0 where A is Legesgue measure, 
(iii) pX = +oO. 
Lemma 3.1. f defined by (3.1)-(3X is continuous on C*. 
Proof. Let x(. ) E C* and let x,( l )-x \ l ) in the D-topology. It is easy to see that 
f(x)( l ) E C, so it is enough to prove that 
sup If(&Nd-f(d(s)I + 0 
sst 
(3.4) 
for all t > 0. Keep t > 0 fixed and fix E E (0,l). For S > 0, define 
Es ={sa: (x(s)-Cl~S). 
By (ii) in the definition of C* and by dominated convergence, we get lima J.O A (&) = 
0, so an choose S so small that h (Es) < E. Also, we choose no so large that 
upI&(s)--x(#=~ 
551 
for n 3 no. Then 1(x,(s) 2 c) = 1(x(s) 3 c) for n 2 no, s G t and s in the complement 
of Es, so 
sup 
UGI II 
u 
1(x,(s) 2 c) ds - 
0 I 
l4 
f(x(s)z:c)ds <E (3.5) 
0 
for n 2 no. In particular, it is easy to see from (3.5) with t replaced by TX (t + 2) that 
px,at+2--eX+l,sof(x,)(s)=x,(7,(s))fors c t, n > nl where we for simplicity 
write r,(s) for 7,Js). 
By (3.5) we have 7,’ (+-+7;1 ( l ) uniformly on compacts, but since rX ( l ) in general 
is discontinuous, it does not follow that 7,, ( l ) -+ r,( 0). Instead we proceed as follows: 
Fix s E [0, t] and let sn -s.. Then (3.4) will follow if we can prove that for every 
such choice of s and {s,} we have 
&lh(%&-+~(~x(~)) =f(x>(s). (3.6) 
We distinguish between two cases: 
(1) f(x)(s) > c. Since f kx)( . ) E C, we have f(x)(~) 3 c for u in some neighbor- 
hood of s, and in this neighborhood we find T,(U) = ~Js)+(u -s). Therefore (3.5) 
gives rn (s, ) ---,T~ (s), and (2 6) follows since x,, ( l )-x( l ) uniformly on compacts. 
(2) f(x)(s) = c. Let E >O. Since f(x)(+- C, we can choose S >O such that 
If(x)(u)-cl<& for s-Ssu G s + S. From condition (ii) in the definition of C”’ we 
have A({uaO: f(x)(u)-c})=O, so we can find u1 and u2 with s--~<ul<s<u2< 
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s +S such that f(x)(ui)> c (i = 1,2). From (1) above we have ~,(u~)--v,(u~). Now 
sn -s, and therefore ~1 es,, < ~2 for n large enough. This shows that for n large 
enough we have T~(S - 8) - S’ ~~,(u*)-~‘<~,(s,)<~~(u~)+S’~~,(S+S)+S’, and 
this can be achieved for every S’> 0. 
SinceIf(cl<& fors-S au~s+S,wehavex(u)cc+&for~~(s-_S)<:U< 
7,(S+6).ThereforewecanchooseS’sosmallthatx(u)<c+2&for-6’+7,(s-S)~ 
u < ~Js + S) + S’, so that in this latter interval we have x,*(u) c c + 3~ for n large 
enough. In particular, this shows that f(x,)(s,) = xn (7, (s,)) < c + 3~ when 12 is large, 
and since f(x,)(s,) > c always holds and 8 is arbitrary, (3.6) follows. This completes 
the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
In the next section, we will use this lemma to prove Theorem 2.1 for the case 
where one of the boundaries is reflecting. A related technique will be used in 
Section 8 to prove results on convergence to oscillating Brownian motion. To this 
ind, we fix a, b > 0 (a # b) and define the following transformation f from D into 
D: Let U(T) = a for 6 2 0, ~(5) = b for 6 < 0, and define for every x( l ) E D, t 2 0, 
u 
cr(x(s))-2 ds 5 t 
I 
, (3.7) 
f(x)W = xbx(N.. (3.8) 
Since we suppose a, b <a, we always have 1,” ~r(x(s))-~ ds = 00, so f(x) given by 
(3.8) is well defined and is an element of D. 
Now let Co be the set of functions x( l ) E D that satisfy: (i) x ( 0 ) E C and (ii) 
A ({s 2 0: x(s) = 0)) = 0. 
Lemma 3.2. f defined by (3.7)-(3.8) is continuous on C”. 
Proof. Liet x ( l ) E Co and {x, (. )} c D with xn ( l ) -x (. ). Again it is enough to prove 
(3.4) fo., all t>O (with f now given by (3.7)-(3.8)). Fix l and E. If we let E5 = 
{s W: Ix(s)l<S}, we can again choose 8 >O so small that A(&)< F. Let n x SO 
large that sup,&,(s)-x(s)I<S. Th en 0(x(s)) = (7(x,(s)) for s f [0, t] - E”, and 
therefort 
U u 
sup 
11 
o(x,(s>)-2 ds - 
I 
a(~(s))-~ ds < Iam2 - b-*IE. 
ust 0 0 
But this means that lim,,, supUsl 1~;~ (u) -r,’ (u)l = 0. Now T,(. ) is continuous 
with slope bounded away from 0 and 00. Therefore lim. _oo suPUst 17, (u) - T,( u )I = 0, 
and since xn ( 0 ) -+x ( l ) uniformly on compacts, (3.4) follows easily. 
In the next three sections, we will limit ourselves to the case where r(; is regular 
and rl is inaccessible for X(t). The proofs for the other cases are similar. Exit 
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boundaries are taken care of in [$I. We start by recalling a fundamental result 
from [8]. 
For any interval K, define 
R,K= inf{taO: X&)&int K orX,(t-)fZint K}, (4.1) 
I 
xl (1’) for t<R:, 
X,“(t) = X,(R”) fort~R~ifX,(R~-)&intK, 
X,JRf) fortaRfifX,(Rf-)GntK. 
Similarly, let RK = inf(t 2 0: X(t) E! int K} and XK (t) = X(t A RK). 
(4.2) 
Praposition 4.1. ([8, Proposition 5.11). Let K be a compact subinterval of F such 
thaf JL( l ) and cr*( 9) are corL,tinuous on K and a*( 9 ) > 0 on K. Assume that AO, 
Al(K), A2(K) and A3(K) hold. Then X~(t)+X”(f). 
Here the condition Al(K) is obtained from Al by multiplying the kth term by 
I[X,,(t,k) E K]. Obviously Al implies Al(K). 
Now assume that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 ho!d, and let the boundary r. 
be adhesive. By Proposition 4.1 we have that X,” ( t)+XK (t) whenever K is a 
compact subinterval of (ro, tr). But since rl is inaccessible for X(t), we can use the 
argument in the beginning of Section 6 in [S] to sho-w that X,” (t)+XK(t) also 
holds when K -L: [a, a), cy > rO. The conditions A4(0) and AA(O) finally show that 
liJi, lim sup P sup IX&) -X?‘a) (s)l> E = 0 
n+ao [ OGS=Gf 3 
(4.3) 
for all E, t > 0, and Xn (t)+X(t) follows in thiscase from I3illingsley [2, Theorem 4.21. 
Vext we look at the case where r. is reflecting. For simplicity take ~0 -r 0. Also, 
we may suppose without loss of generality that X(t) is on natural scale since the 
result may be transformed to any scale by the argument used in the proof of 
Proposition 5.1 in [8]. 
Let E > S > 0 and define 
T:: =- inf{s 2 S,” : Xn(s)s~ orX,(s-)a&} (m = 1,2,. . . ), (4.4) 
rn + 1 
S, = inf{s 2 T,“’ : X,(s)G orX,(s-)CS} (m = 1,2,. . .). 
For each .uz 2 1 let Y:,(t) (m = 1,2,. . . ) be independent diffusion processes on 
natural scale, each with Yz, (0) = S, state space (-a, rl) and diffusion coefficient 
(4.5) 
Letting Vi, = inf{s 3 0: Ytm (s) 2 E}, we have Vfm < 00 almost surely if e < rl. In 
what follows we will take E = 2s and S c $1. 
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Define a new sequence of processes (2: (1)) by 
1 
X” (0 (OWCS:), 
2: (t) = y:rr, (t - S::) &w&y), 
X,(t+T,“-T::j (F::~tc~~+‘), 
(m = 1,2, . . . ), 
(4.6) 
Sz+’ = f: +Sz+l - Ty (m = 1,2, . . . ). 
In other words, on each of the intervals [Sr, T,“) we replace X,Js) by a 
diffusion process. This is done for technical reasons: we want a sequence of processes 
to which Theorem 1.1 applies. 
Namely, by suitably redefining the sequence of partitions {ti} and the a-fields 
9X(t), it is straightforward to verify that (2: (t)} satisfies A0 and Al, together with 
A,2(K) and A3(K) for all compacts K c (-00, Pi). (Here we must take p( 9 ) = 0 and 
replace u2( l ) by a; ( q ) given by (4.5).) Therefore, by Theorem 1.1, we get 
Z:(t)+ Y”(t),where Y’(t)isadif?usionprocessonnaturalscalewith Y’(O) =X(O) \a 
8, state space (--00, ri) and diffusion coefficient given by (4.5). 
The next step is to reintroduce reflection at 0. To this end, let X”, (t) = f(Zi ( l j)(t) 
and X’(t) =f( Y”( e))(t) where f iz given by (3.1)-(3.3) with c = 0. It is clear that 
Y”( l ) E C* a.s. with C* as defined in Section 3, so by Lemma 3.1 and the continuous 
mapping theorem we have X”, (t)=+x”(t). 
It is intuitively clear that X8( t)+X(t) as S&O. A formal proof of this can easily 
be constructed using [16, Theorem 11. Hence, by [2, Theorem 4.21, the proof of 
our Theorem 2.1 (for this case) will be complete if we can prove that 
(4.7) 
for all A, t > 0. It is straightforward to see that this is equivalent to 
for all t > 0 and all sequences {S,,} such that 8,; 0. 
When Xz (s) E (28, rl), we hate that X”, ( l ) is equal to X,J l ) except for a ti 
translation. The magnitude of the time translation ir baoun 
spent by the two processes in (--oc), 281. Thus (4.8) will follow if we can prove that 
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for every l> 0 and every sequence (6,) with 6,&O, we have 
sup ]x,,(s:[I(x”(s) 6 2S,)~O, 
SSt 
sup 1x2 (s)ll(X$ (s) G 2s”):o, 
sst 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
I 
t 
1(X,(s) s 2&J ds J+O, 
0 
I 
t 
I(X$(s)s2S,)ds:O. 
0 
(4.11) 
i4.22) 
But (4.9) is a consequence of the condition A4(0), and (4.10) is obvious since 
Xz (s) a 0. Also, (4.11) is just the condition AR(O), cf. (2.3) Finally (4.12) follows 
from the fact that Xf (t)+X”(t), since this implies 
l$ lim sup 
rt-+oo I
t 
P[Xt (s) G 261 ds < lim 
0 I 
t 
P[X8(s) s 251 ds = 0. 
610 0 
5, Proof of Theorem 2.2, ro adhesive 
We begin by proving Theorem 2.2(a) for the case where X(f) is on natural scale, 
so that we can take Al U,Jk) = A ,x,(k). In this case we do not need the condition 
that X,(t) E F a.s. for all t (but of course A4(0) is strpposed to hold). 
Again we take r. = 0 for simplicity. Choose LY > 0, let S,(a) be given by (2.1) 
andfixE,t7OandSE(O,E). 
Recalling (1.4), we define 
(1) kn =inf jz0: omFxj VX,(k)>S =inf{j: vX,(jH% (5.1) ss 
k(2) 
n =sup 
I 
9 (5.2) 
(5.3) 
Note that the set in (5.2) is empty only if Xn (0) < -8, and hence k’,2’ is we11 defined 
a.s. by (2.4). On X,(O) < -6 we put kL2’ = 0. Then ea&kz’ (i = 1,2,3) is a stopping 
time relative to the discrete family of g-fields 9&(k) = 2F,Jt,k”). Furthermore, we 
let klf’ be non-random numbers uch that k!f’ [r,,(t) 3 k(n4)]--4. (This is 
possible since each m(t) is finite a.s. by (l.l).) Put k, = minisi,4kr’. Then by the 
P 
conditions Al (which by [7, Lemma 3.11 is equivalent o maxlsk~r,(r~VXn(k)--+O), 
by A4(0), A2(K) (K = [E, 00)) and by (2.8) we see that 
[k, s r&)-j-O. (5.4 
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The condition A2(K) was initially only supposed to hold for compact K’s, but by 
Proposition 4.1 and by the inaccessibility of rl, it is easy to prove that 
F?ylimsupP sup X,(s)>~b =O, 
n-mm [ osssc I 
so A2(K) also holds for K = [E, ISO), hence by (2.8) also for K = (--00, 00). (This 
condition was called A2 in [8].) We have also used the fact-easily derived from 
Al-that A2 holds with AaX, replacing AlX,(k). 
For each n 2 1 consider the mart? gale 
with (5.5) 
Znk = &X(k) -Ek{ASXn(k)l. 
We put S, =S,(a!)~t and jn = r,(&) A k,. Then jn and k, will be stopping times 
relative to {C!&(k)}, so by the optional sampling theorem and by Kolmogorovs 
inequality for martingales, we have 
-1 
SE E { 1 k z,kl l%(i.))~ 
k=j,+l 
(5.6) 
which is the basic inequality of the proof. 
Putting Y, = Ct’&+l Znk, we have by the optional sampling theorem 
E{Y,(C4,(j,)}=O=E{(Y,)+IC;B,(j,~}-E{(-Y,)+I~~(j,)} (5.3 
where (y)+ = y v 0, Hence the expectation on the right-hand side of (5.6) may be 
developed as follows: 
E{] Y,I 1 %(j,h) = 2EK-- K)+ I %(in)) 
= 2E(( 3 &{&XnU+- 3 
k=j,+l k=j,+l 
&x,(k)) : kn >jn I %MJ) 
’ -I. 
<2E((S -[X,,(t:n)-Xn(f:+l ) +A,X:,(k,)])+; k, Wn I %h’rd (5.8) 
where we have used (5.3) and (5.1) (which implies AsX,(k) = AXH(k) on [k < .kJ>. 
On theevent [&(a)<t]n[k, >j,J, which belongs to %‘,Jjn), we havej, =~&(a,)). 
Hence, by (5.1) and the definition of &(a), we get 
X&i”’ )~a+VXn(i,)~a+S on[S,(d<tln[k,>i,l. 
Furthermore, (5.2) gives X, (r$) 2 --6, so by inserting this into (5.8) we find 
(5.3) 
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Here, as well as earlier in the proof, we have used ithe fact that Y, = 0 on [k, = j,,], 
since by convention empty su,ms are put equal to zero. 
We want to use (5.6) and (5.9) to prove that the condition AA(O) holds. First 
we note that on the event [S,,(a)~t]n[k, >r,(t)] we have j,, = r,(S,(cu)), so using 
(5.1)-(5.3) and the definition of &(a) we find that the following inequalities hold 
on this event: 
sup xn (s) s sup [xn(s)-Xnmt(~>~3+(~ +a 
S,(a)=GsSt S,(Clf)~S~f 
+?, max VXnI:k)+(a +S) (5.10) 
Suppose that cy +45 <E. Then (5.10), (5.6) and (5.9) give 
x&)>~E 
) 
n(k, >r,,(t))lSn(da +PCki -nWl 1 
>I: IS,Ja)<t 1 +P[k, sr,(t)] 
5; 2(4S + a)/& + P[k, s r,(t)], 
Hence AA(O) holds by (5.4) and since S is arbitrary. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2(a) for the case where X(t) is err natural 
scale (and r1 is inaccessible). In the general case, U(t) will be on natural scale 
where U(t) = z (X(t)), and u ( - ) is given by (2.7). Thus we can give the proof for 
this case by transforming to natural scale in the same way as we did in the proof 
of [8, Proposition 5.11. This also gives the proof of Theorem 2.2(b) since by a 
Taylor expansion similar to [S, (5.24)] we have 
Here - means that the sum of the remaining terms multiplied by I(Jl, (tz) d 
ro + &)-sum from k = 8 to k = rq (t)--tends to zero in probability. Thus ctnder the 
conditions of Theorem 2,2(b) we have that (2.9) implies (2.8). 
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6. Proof of Theorem 2.2, ro reflecti 
We start by proving Theorem 2.2(d), using a martingale argument. Again take 
r. = 0. Let E > 6 :B 0, t > 0 and define {S,“, T,” ; m,n 3 1) by (4.4). Since X,&J < S 
is possible only on the intervals [Sr, TT), we have 
I 
t 
I(X,,(s)cS)ds< C (T,” /\ t-S,“). (6.1) 
0 m:S,mst 
The method of the proof is to get an estimate of the expectation of this quantity. 
Once again we use [7, Lemma 3. ; ’ to show that the condition Al is equivalent 
to the condition max06kGr,(r) VX(k+O. Hence we can find a sequence {CUE} with 
CY, & 0 so slowly that 
P 
[ 
max 
Osksr,(t) 
VXn(k):w, -0. 1 (6.2) 
Also, we let CY, 4 0 so slowly that (cf. (1.2)) 
Finally, by (2.11) and the inaccessibility of rl, we see that A2(K) holds with 
K = (-00, cc). By (6.2) and another use of [7, Lemma 3.11, it is easy to see that 
AIX,(k) may be replaced by A,,X,(k) in this condition. (In the following we will 
write A,&(k) for simplicity.) Hence we can find (&} with & J 0 so slowly that 
(6.4) 
By analogy with (5.1)-(5.3) we define 
In *(*) = inf{j 2 0: VXn(j) > anI9 (6.5) 
j(n2) = inf{ j 3 0: At,,(j) > ~1, (6.6) 
43) 
In =inf( ja0: i ~E~{AaX,.Jk)]--p(X,(t:))At(k)~>&}, 
k=O 
(6.7) 
and let jlf’ be constant satisfying jlf’ + 00 and P[m (t) 2 jf’] + 00. Take jr. = 
minlsis41n ‘(i). Then jn is a stopping time with respect to the family of g-fields 
3&(k) = 9&k”‘), and (6.2)-(6.4) give 
Consider the martingale 
(6.9) 
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We will use this martingale to study the length of the intervals [Sy A t, T,” A f]. 
‘For fixed ma1 leti~=I;1(S~~t)A~~ and k,” = r, (T,” A tj A in. Then the optional 
sampling theorem gives 
(6.10) 
This equation is non-informative on [jr = k,“]. On [j? <k:r] we have S,” c t and 
.F?l 
In = r,(ST), and so by (6.5) and the definition of S,” we have 
Recall that we have assumed that i&(O) >O. Hence we can suppose that E is so 
small that p(x) 2 K for x E [0, E] where K > 0 is some constant. Then (6.5)-(6.7) 
shove that on the event [jr < k,“] we have 
since ky =r,(T,“~t)andj,“=r!,, (S,” A t) on [in > r,(t)]. Inserting all this into (6.10) 
we find that 
E{TT A t-s: A t;j,, > r,,(t)I%n(j~)}~~-l(~ -S)+ym (6.11) 
almost surely, where yI1 JO as n -00. 
Next we use the estimate 
which, together v/ith (6.1), (6.8) and (6.1 l), shows that 
liT+sJP [X,Js)<S]dsa 
slim sup z E{ (Tr At-S,“At;j~>r~(t)I~~(jnm)}l(Snm~t)} 
n+oo m=l 
SK-‘(E-8)hnsup z (6.12) 
n-c= m=l 
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We have used the identity Tr A t -S,” A t = (Ty A t -S,” A t)I(Sr G t). Is is not true 
in general that [S,” < t] E %‘,, (jr), but this can be circumvented in the derivation of 
(6.12) by noting that 
[S,” s t] n [ jn > r,,(t)] = [S,” c t] n [jr = m(S31 f-7 Iin > r, WI, 
and that 
[Sz S t] n [ j: = m(S31~ %Ci3 
and 
I([§,” s t] n [ jl: = r, (§,“)I) s I(§? s t)* 
To estimate the last sum in (6.12), we look at the process Xn( l ) on the intervals 
r 
W r-‘, S,“] (m 2 2). To begin with we will assume that 
lim limsup i P[S,” Gt]=O, 
p-00 n-+oo In =p 
(6.13) 
so that we can treat the sum as a finite sum. Note that Xn (s) > S on the intervals 
W r-l, S,“). Ry the proof of [8, Lemma 6.11 we have for each p 22 that the set 
of random variables (Sz - TA, . . . , Sf: - TE-’ ) converges in distribution (on Tc- ’ s 
t) to the corresponding set of random variables associa: ed with the diffusion process 
X( 0). Let b E (2&, rl). Then it follows from this and frcm (6.13) that 
(6.14) 
n-c0 m=l k=O 
where W. = 0, Wk =& Uj, and Ui (j = 1,2,. . . ) are independent, identically 
distributed with distribution given by the following construction: Let X0( l ) be a 
diffusion process on [0, rl) with parameters p ( l ) and (r*( l ) and with X0(0) = P, 
then take 
u1 = inf{s > 0: X0(s) c S or X0(S) 2 bl- 
In [8, Lemma 6.31 it was proved that 
f P[w,l+t]~ 
k=O 
(6.15) 
In the present case, where X0( l ) is not on natural scale, the analogue of [g, (6.23)-J 
gives 
{U~}li[u(x)u(s)lm(dx) 
s 
where u(e) is given by (2.7) and m(dx) is the speed measure 
m(dx) = (r-*(x) exp 2c~ (Y )a-*!~ 1 dy dx. 
111~ ah4 ‘ST 1ei.f~ wuanbas s!y, 303 splay (E1.9) )E~J &M e yms ui uasolf:, aq UB~ 
{ “ZU} )r?q) ~oqs 0) JLIBM 9~ ‘{( . ) ,“X} sassaaold 30 amanbas aqJ~o3 ploy 01 anuguor, 
(TI’Z) PuE (9 u! mdwo3 2) Lmv ‘tf) u! mduJo3 x) (xkv ‘IV ‘0’~ WI 
aas aM ‘(uoynqi.r)s!p ut JO) AiyaqeqoJd ul ama%.aamoa Aloml suo?l!puoc~ asay 11~ 
asnmaq ‘uayJ ‘004 %4 axx!s +--[s atuos ~03 (s)“x # (s) ;J& 0s ‘1 c u.4 rlxa .103 
puy Alpmy ah3 ‘g t 3 Ial pug (z 1.9) asn MOM ah 31 
(61’9) 
I=U4 CID-U 
‘I_[(9)n -(3)~](zx-t 1%) s[3 3 ,,“s]d 1 dns WI 
00 
(s~*9)-(j71=9) ow; (81.9) pun (91.9) zu!vasu! os ‘=@aJ s! 0 uaw m>(qp[(o)n 
- (x)n] 01 au?q asp a&j ‘0 = 0~ hepunoq miz@h aql ~03 00-- < (0)n axqs 
‘( qf > 3 > 8 Quo 3!) g pm 3 30 luapuadapu! uasoy:, aq hu 0 < x ~UE~SUO~ aqlaJayM 
(81’9) [(!?)n-(vlx~ 
3 
(~P)WW-(WI 
wn- (4)n 
3 [(3)n-(q)n]$1”a I 
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fixed rno B 1 we have 
45 
[S,“‘C?]Scp(p), 
n--m m=p 
where cp( p) is independent of mo, and p(p) -0 as p -00. 
Thus all the conditions including (6.13) hold for the sequence {Xz ( l )}, so by 
what has already been proved, AR(O) holds for this sequence (for the fixed t > o 
that has been held constant throughout the proof). But as in Theorem 2.1 this 
implies that X,* ( 0)+X( l ) in DIO, t]. Since P[X,z ( 0 ) f X,* ( l )]-+O, it follows that 
X,&)+X( l ) in D[O, t], and since t was arbitrary this implies X,,( 0)+X( l ) in 
DIO, 00). That is the conclusion we really want, and it is easy to see th, it AR(O) 
follows from this. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2(d), and we turn to the situation in 
Theorem 2.2(c). Once more we take ro= 0 ant” rl inaccessible. Define a new 
sequence of processes {X,J a)} by X,Js) =X,J&. To prove that Xn( - )=+X!- ), a 
diffusion on [0, rl) with reflection at 0 and coeficients p ( l ) and u2( l ), we start by 
proving that X,J 0)+X( l ) where X(s) = X(s )‘. From [3, Proposition 16.821 we see 
that X(. ) is a diffusion on [0, rt ) with reflection in 0 and coe%cients 1-2 ( l ) and 
G2(. ) given by 
b(y) =(~~(Jy)+2Jj&(Jy) and G’(y) =4ya2(Jj$. 
Hence the assumptions of Theorem 2.4~) imply that p( l ) and c?( l ) satisfy the 
assumptions of Theorem 2.2(d). Therefore, if we can show that (2, ( - )} satisfies the 
conditions for convergence given in Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2(d), it will follow 
from the continuous mapping theorem. t!iat X,, ( 0)+X( - ) since X,Js) = (X,JS))~‘*. 
Then AR(O) will follow too. 
But these conditions for convergence transform by a scale transformation in a 
way that is easily traced by simple expansions, cf. the proof of [8, Proposition 5.11. 
In particular, (2.10) for {X,( l )} implies (2.11) for {Xn( l )} since 
7. Necessity of tlhe conditions 
In [7] and in [8] we defined (x,(t), 9Qr))%(X(t), 9(t)) to mean: Fure~e~~ cljoice 
of rn24 Of m ime points ti>O (i=l,..., m ) and 01’ m bounded, continuous 
functionals gi ii == 1, . o . , m) or. D[O, coj the joint distribution of 
converges to that of 
(ti +‘))lS(ti)} (i = 1,. . . , HZ). 
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A relat’ed concept of convergence has been studied in detail by Aldous [1], who 
argues that the to.pology involved in this extended weak convergence reflects better 
the intuitive ideas of similarity of random processes than that involved in standard 
weak convergence. In general, Aldous’s extended weak convergence is slightly 
different from ou:r convergence s, but for convergence to diffusion processes the 
two concepts essentially coincide [l, Proposition 43.81. (One minor difference 
remains: our concept is meaningful even if the filtrations {.9J l )} and {ZF( e )} do not 
satisfy the ‘usual assumptions’ of completeness and right-continuity.) 
In the following we will take 9(t) = cr{X(s); s s t}. The analogue of [S, Theorem 
3.31 reads: 
Theorem 7.1. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Then 
On the other hand, assume that (X,,(t), %&)&X(t), P(t)). Then AO, A4(0) and 
A4( 1) hold, and Al holds for every sequence of partitions satisfying (1.1) and (1.,2). 
Also, there exists a sequence of partitions of the form {tk = k&, ; k = 0, 1, . . . ),, with 
&JO such that A2(K) and A3(K) with this sequence of partitions hold for all 
compact intervals K in G. Furthermore, AA(i) holds when ri is an adhesive boundary 
for X(t), and AR(i) holds when ri is a reflecting boundary for X(/t). 
Proof. The proof is almost identical to that of [8, Theorem 3.31, so most of it will 
be dropped. Consider, however, the proof that AA(O) is a necessary condition for 
convergence when r. is adhesive. In fact, this is necessl. for the weaker convergence 
X,, (t)+X(t), which can be seen as follows. Let + Then, for any element 
x(+D[O+) define f&(*))ED[O,@ by qx =L_+ =o: x(s)~a or x(s--)<a}, 
f&(*))(s)=x(s) for s<q,, fol(x(*))(s)=x(q,-) 2; saqx if x(q,-)<a and 
fnIxO)(s) = 4%) for s 2 q, if x(q, -)> a! (cf. (4. ?)--44.2)). Then fa as a mapping 
from D[O, 00) into D[O, CO) is continuous on a Bore1 set cc such that P[X( 0) E CJ = 1 
holds for thediffusion X( l ) (see [6, Proposition 2.41). Therefore, by the continuous 
mapping theorem, we have that Xn (. )+X( *) implies 
lim lim sup P [ sup IXn(S) -fa(Xn(* ))(s)la e] 
aiC! n-+oo OSSGf 
slim P[ sup IX(s)-f.(X())(s)l&J =0 
alO OGsSr 
for all E, t > 0, from whi :h AA(O) tollows. The proof 
condition when r. is reflecting, is similar, but simpler. 
that AR(O) is a necessary 
Theorem 7.1 means roughly that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are necessary 
and sufficient for convergence. Perhaps more interesting is the corresponding 
converse of Theorem 2.2. 
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Theorem 7.2. Assume that (X,(t), P,Jt))&(X(t), s(t)). Then the sequence of garti- 
tions (k&J of Theorem 7.1 can be chosen in such a way that 
(a) if ro is adhesive, then (2.8) holds for all t > 0; 
(b) if ro is adhesive with ru. ( l ), (T*( * ) and p ( 9 ) aB2(* ) continuous at to, then (2.9) 
holds for all t > 0; 
(c) if ro is reflecting with p( 9) and a*( 9) continuous at ro, 02(ro) > 0, then (2.10) 
holds ,%r all t > 0; 
(d) if r. is reflecting with p( n ) continuous at r() and II’,, ~(x)cY2(x) dx = 00, then 
(2.11) holds for all t > 0; 
(e) the corresponding statements hold for rl if rl is regular. 
The main step in the proof is 
Lemma 7.3. Let X( .) be a diffusion on F = [r,,, rl) with generator 
d* di 
A =$~*(x)~+&x)~; (7.1) 
and with r. regular. Let 2 mean uniform convergence on compacts in F, convergence 
as SJO. 
(a) If r. is adhesive and I_L ( l ) = 0, then 
s-lE”{X(S)-x; IX(S)-XI< l}ZO. (7.2) 
(b) If r. Es adhesive with ,u ( 8 ), 02( l ) and p ( 9 )f2( l ) continuous at ror then 
s-‘E”{X(S)-x; IX(S)-xls 1) -I- 
-~(x)(T-2(x)s--‘E”{(x(s)-x)2; IX’S)-xl< l}ZO. (7.3) 
(c) If r. is reflecting with p( *) and a*( l ) continuous at ro, cr2(ro) > 0, then 
S-‘E”((X(S)- x)*; IX(t)-x14}+ 
+2(x-r~)S~‘Ex{X(S)-x;~X(S)-x~~l}~~2(x)+2(x-ro)~(x). 
(7.4) 
J 
C 
(d) If r. is reflecting with p( 9) continuous a,’ r. and p(x)aW2(x) dx = 00, then 
10 
S-‘E”(X(S)-x; IX(S)-x]<l}:j~(x). (7.5) 
roof. The proof is most easily carried out using semi-group theory (see e.g. [ 121). 
Let the generator A work on some suitable Banach space, e.g., if rl 
can\ use d[ro, r& the space of continuous functions vanishing at r1. 
the domain of definition of A. When r. is adhesive, the boundary con 
to get f E ) is li .lr,Af(x)=O. 
rl> 3. Then under the assumptions in (a) there is a f E D(A) such that f(x) = x for 
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x s 2, f(x) = 0 f or x 13 3 and supx If(x)I G 3. For x 6 1 this gives 
S-‘E”{X(E) -x ; IX(S) - x 16 1) = S-‘E”(f(X(S)) -f(x)} + 
-s-'E"{f(X(S)); IX(S)-xl> 1)+x8-‘P”[IX(S)-xl> 11. (7.6) -_ 
As 8 & 0, the first term on the right-hand side tends to Af(x) = 0 uniformly on [0, 11. 
The two other terms also tend uniformly to 0 since S-‘P”[lX(S) -xl > l] does so 
(cf. [12, p. 68-691). This completes the proof of (a). The proof of (b) is similar, 
taking f(x) = u(x) near ~0. 
For reflecting ro the boundary condition is lim. lro (u’(x)}-*f’(x) = 0. Under the 
assumptiors in (c) this reduces to f’(ro) = 0. Then there is a f~ D(A) such that 
f(x) = (x - ro)2 for x near roF f(x) = 0 for x near rl and hence also supx f(x) C 00. 
This gives 
s-1Ex{f(X(s))-f(x)}~a2(x)+2(x -r&(x) 
uniformly for x in a neighborhood of ro, from which (7.4) follows by using an 
identity similar to (7.6). In case (d) we have u’(ro) = 00, so the boundary con&ion 
is satisfied if f’(x) is bounded near ro. Thus we can take f(x) = x near ro and use 
the same proof as under (a). 
Proof of Theorem 7.2. From Lemma 7.3 the proof is similar to the corresponding 
proof in [8, Section 71, so it will be omitted. The method is to form random variables 
corresponding to the left-hand sides of (2.8)-(2.10) with tf: replaced by k8, then 
letting n --*cc using (X,(t), 9,&)&X(f), P(f)) and 6 JO using (7.2)-(7.5). 
Remark. Suppose a2(ro) = p (ro) = 0 and that r. is an adhesive regular boundary. 
Then the same proof shows that the sequence of partitions can be chosen in such 
a wry that both A2(K) and A3(K) hold when K is a compact subset of F = [ro, r1). 
(There are functions fl and fi in D(A) such that fl(x) = x and f*(x) = x2 for x near 
ro.) On the other hand, if If, p(x)Y2(x) dx = +oo for c E (ro, rl), then the same 
conditions hold if (X,(t), &(&(XJt), gr(f)) where X,( 0) is the diffusion with 
reflection at r. and @#) = a{XJs); s s t}. 
Suppose now that r. is regular and that we both have c2(ro) = ~(10) = 0 and 
jr0 &x)(r+‘(x) dx = 00. (E.g. r. = 0, C’(X) = xb, p(x) = ,gxbml where OC a C 4 and 
1 <b <2a + 1.) Then A2(K) and A3(K) (K compact in F) hold both when {X,J)). 
converges to Xa( .) (the process with r() adhesive) and when {X,,(*)} converges to 
XJ s). But then it is impossible that these two sets of conditions-together with 
AO, Al and (2.4), say-suffice for convergence to either of the processes. Thus in 
this case A2(K) and A3(K) are too weak conditions. 
This should be compared with the situation described in Section 1 where A2(K:; 
and A3(K) (K [ c ro, rr)) were too strung conditions: if X( l ) is Brownian motion 
with y. = 0 reflecting or adhesive, then these conditions are not even satisfied for 
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8. Extensions 
8.1 
Inaccessible boundaries for X( 0) may be either natural or entrance boundaries. 
The criterion for to to be entrance is [12] 
I 
C 
lu(+z(dx) < oo 
ro 
(8.1) 
where c E (rO, tl), u( l ) is defined by (2.7) and m(dx)is given in (6.17). Up to now 
we have supposed that the state space F of the diffusion X(a) is the union of 
G = (rO, ri) and the accessible boundary points. When rO> ---a is entrance, the 
diffusion wiih P[X(O) = rO] > 0 is well defined, and for this diffusion we have r. E F, 
even though P[X(t) > ro] = 1 for all d > 0. The results of the present paper generalize 
to this situation if we strengthen the conditions for convergence slightly. 
Proposition 8.1. (a) Let the situation be as in Theorem 2.1 except that we can have 
ri entrance with lril C 00 and P[X(O) = ri] > 0. Let the conditions of Theorem 2.1 hold 
and in addition suppose that AR(i) holds T,vhen ri is entrance with P[X(O) = ri]> 0. 
Then X,Jt)+X(t). 
(b) Let ro>-a be entrance with p(e) continuous at r. and &o))O. Assume 
that (2.11) holds for all t > 0. Then AR(O) holds under the other conditions of 
Theorem 2.1. 
In particular, we can formulate an extension of Corollary 2.3 where the assump- 
tion is that A2(K) should hold for any compact K c E, with E being the union of 
G, of the regular (reflecting) boundary points if any, and of the entrance boundary 
points ri for which P[X(O) = ri] is positive. It will be seen from the proof that AR(i) 
for entrance boundaries is really more than we need. Nevertheless, this condition 
is necessary in the sense discussed in the preceding section. 
Proof. We will prove Proposition 8.1(a) for the case where r. = 0 is entrance with 
P[X(O) = O]> 0. Let E > 0 and define 
Then tAR~~I~I[X,(s)~e]d s, so the condition AR(O) implies 
(8.3) 
for all c > 0. Now fix c > 0, and define a new sequence of processes (X, ( - )} by 
X,.,(RE +s) for Rz sc, 
x;(s) = 
X’(s) forR’,>c 
where usion with parameters I_C ( 9 ) and (T*( - ) and with X’(0) = 
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After redefining {9,&j} and {fi} we see that (XL ( l )} satisfies the assumptions 
of Theorem 2.1, so Xf,()+X’() since X’(O)~E)O. (We get X~(O)~X’(O) 
from the fact that Rz = 0 on [X,(O) 3 E].) Furthermore, (3.3) gives 
Ffn$imsupP sup IXf&)--Xn(S)I)S =O 
n--roO [ Ossz’-t 1 
for all S, t :> 0, so Xn ( l )+X( 1 j follows from [2, Theorem 4.21. 
In Proposition 8.1(b) we have cl(ro) = -00, since to is entrance. But since r. > --OO 
this implies u’(ro) = 00, i.e. j& p (;c)&*(x) dx = 00 for c > ro. The proof of Theorem 
2.21(d) (Section 6) can be carried over without change. 
8.2 
Up to now we have supposed that (+*([)>O for 6~ (rO, rr). In fact, the results of 
this paper may be generalized to certain situations where a*( *) vanishes at isolated 
points. Suppose for instance that a. E (ro7 rr), (a* = 0, &o) > 0 and that a0 acts 
as an entrance boundary for the diffusion on (~0, rr). (A typical example is when 
c*(t) = (ut+b)’ and p(--b/u)N; convergence to diffusions of this type has been 
studied by Guess and Gillespie [S].) Then Theortim 2.1 continues to be true. The 
assumption thalt A2(K) holds for all compacts in G = (ro, rr) IS needed in an 
essential way, but as for A3(K), we only need it for compacts K in (ro, uo) u 
(uo, rr). Of course a corresponding result is true when p (~0) < 0 and when G contains 
a finite number of points of this type. 
The proof th,at Theorem 2.1 generalizes to this situation will only be sketched. 
When P[Xn (0) > au] = 1, there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, fix S > 0, let Rn,,s be 
the first time that X,&j or Xn (s-j exceeds a0 - S, and let Sn,6 be the first time 
thereafter that it exceeds a()+ S. Then a martingale argument like the one leading 
t0 (6.11) shows that Sn.8 A t -R,,a A t is small in probability when n is large and S 
is small. The proof is completed by looking separately at the processes in the time 
intervals [0, Rn,s A t] and in the time intervals [Sri,,, A t, t]. This leads to sequences 
of processes that may be handled using the previous results. 
8.3 
Also, we may relax the assumption that p (. ) and (r*( l ) are continuous in G: 
All results of section 2 are valid as they stand if we only suppose that I_C (. ) and 
CT~( l ) have at most a finite number of simple discontinuities ej for which CT*(&+) 
and a*(&--) are positive. Conditions for convergence to diffusions with piece- 
wise continuous coefficients are needed in several connections, see for instance 
[13, p. 333. 
By inspecting the proofs of the present paper and especial& those of [8], we find 
that the assumption of continuity of 1~ ( l ) and a*( l ) was used two places: First it 
was used in [6] to prove continuity of the transformation by which we transformed 
the martingale invariance principle. Secondly it was used in connection with the 
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scale change in [8, Section 51. The scale change may be handled by dividing the 
state interval into a finite number of pieces with I_L ( l ) and c2( .) contkuous 
throughout the interior of each. (We have to use an argument similar to the one 
used in the proof of Corollary 8.3 below to show that the time spent by X,, (. ) near 
the discontinuities is negligible when n is large.) To illustrate how the time change 
transformation is treated, we develop in detail a particular case namely convergence 
to the so-called oscillating Brownian motion as defined by Keilson and Wellner [910 
LetO<a,b~~,a2:bandletv2(~)=a2for~~0,~2(~)=62for~<O.Letf(~) 
be defined by (3.7)-(3.8), and let W(t) be standard Brownian motion (W(0) = 0, p = 
0, cr = 1). Then oscillating Brownian motion starting at c is defined as X(t) = 
f(c + W(-))(t). This is a diffusion with ,u( *)=O and 02( l ) as defined above. 
Theorem 8.2. Let (X,,(t), P”(t), t:, r,.,(t)} be as in tke introduction and let X(t) be as 
above. Assume A0 and Al and in addition 
PU 
where Z,*(t) -0 meatzs rhat supoC,,_, (Z,,(s)&Oforallt>k Then X,&)+X(-). 
Proof. Let T,(t) -sup(u 30: j: a2(X,(s)) ds s t}anddefineZ,,(t) = X,,(T,,(t)).Then 
X,&)=f(Z&)(t), and if we can show that Z,,(.)+c + W(m), the conclusion will 
follow from the continuous mapping theorem since P[c + W( - ) E c?‘] = 1 with C” 
as defined in connection with Lemma 3.2. But Z,$ )*c + W( 9 ) follows immediately 
from a martingale central limit theorem, if one transforms the conditions of Theorem 
8.2 and considers a new sequence of partitions {si} given by sf: = j;)’ cr?X,,(s)) ds 
(compare the proof of Proposition 5.2 in [8]). 
Cordlary 8.3. Assume A0 and Al and in addition that A2(K) and A3(K) hold 
withK=R*. Then X,(-)+X(*). 
Proof. It is immediate that A2(R’) implies (8.4), and also that one has 
To prove (8.5) we have to show that 
The problem wit (8.7) lies in the discontinuity of c2( * ) at 0. 
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,follow if we can prove that 
l$ liyizp 
I 
’ [IX,Js)lQS]d,s =0 forall ~0, 
.o 
i.e. that Xn ( 9 ) does not spend much time near the disontinuity when n 
We will prove (8.8) using the arguments of Section 6. First we 
sequence of processes { Yn ( l )} where Y,Js) = Xn (s)~. In analogy with 
E>S>Oanddefine 
Si =inf{sBO: Y,,(s)G*or Y,(s+sS2}, 
T,” = inf{s 3 S:: : Y,(s)aE20r Yn(s--)a~*} (m=1,2,...), 
(f-3.8) 
is large. 
look at the 
(4.4) we let 
(8.9) 
ttl+l Stl = inf{s 3 T,” : Y,(&G20rY,(s +S2} (m=1,2,...). 
With definitions as in (1.4) we have A Y,Jk) = 2Xn (&AX,(k) + (AX,(k))‘. Thus 
A2((W’) and A3([W’) give 1 &{A, Y, (k)} 2 K C At,(k) with high probability, where 
0 c K c n A b and CY = CY.,* i 0 slowly. Therefore, the martingale argument used in 
proving (6.12) shows that 
lim sup tP[IX,(s)l~~]ds~~-1(~2-~2) limsup g P[S: St]. (8.10) 
n-m J 0 n-m m=l 
To handle the last sum in (S.lO), we look at the processes X,J l ) in the time 
intervals [T,“-’ , S,“). For s in such an interval we have X,(s) E R’ --Is where 
Ps = C--S, 81. Note that Sf, is the first time that X,Js) or Xn(s-_) hits Is, and that 
:rr and STtl (m 2 1) have analogous interpretations. Since Al implies 
maxoGk~.r,(t) VX, (@LO, the probability is high that Xn (s) stays in one of the regions 
(-m, -6) or (8, 00) during each of the time intervals [Tr-‘, S,“) for which Tr-’ d t. 
Again we may use the proof of [S, Lemma 6.11 to show that the set of random 
variables (Sz - Tt, . l . , Sr - T,“-’ ) converges in distribution to the corresponding 
set of random variables associated with the diffusion X( n ). In each of the regions 
(-00, -6) and (6,00) the process X(m) is an ordinary Brownian motion without 
drift. Therefore the argument leading to (6.19) shows thEt in the present case we have 
lim sup i P[Sz s t-J< (Klf +K*)(& --a)-‘. 
t1 --*Q) m=l 
1 &erting this into (8.10) and letting E i S gives 
lim sup [IX,(s)laS]ds~2K-‘(K,f+K2)S, 
n --‘a7 
(8.11) 
!.‘rom which (8.8) follows. 
. By the argument around [S, (6.2)] we can show that the assumptions 
d A3(R’) may be re ted by the assumption that A2(K) and A3(K) 
lold for each compact interval 
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Remark 2. In fact even these assumptions may be relaxed. By inspecting the above 
proof we find that what we really need is A2(K) and A3(K) for compacts K in 
(--00,0) u (0, 0~) and in addition: there exist 6, K > 0 and Bi, Bz C 00 such that fog. 
every t > 0 
where (x), = max(x, 0). Then A2(R’) and A3(R’) and also (8.4)-(&S) follow. 
Analogous results hold for any case where the coefficients have a finite number of 
simple discontinuities. 
As an illustration, we formulate a diffusion approximation result for oscillating 
randam walk, thus answering a question posed by Keilson and Wellner 
p ( l ), V( 0) and q( 0) be three probability measures on R ‘. (p ( l ) should not be 
confused with the drift coefficient of a diffusion.) Let { &}, { &) and (2,) be three 
sequences of i.i.d. random variables, h/k with the distribution p ( l ), Vk with the 
distribution v( l ) and zk with the distribution q( l ). Put Y. = 0 and for k 2 0 define 
Yk -t L’j‘ if Yk > 0, 
Y k+l= Yk-t& if Yk=O, 
Yk-tVk if Y&O. 
Then { Yk} is an oscillating random walk of the type analysed by Kemperman [ lO]. 
We define a sequence of processes {X,., ( l )} by Xn (t) = n - 1’2 Y[,,,]. 
Corollary 8.4. Assume that 
J’= ~a)= Jm tmw= Jm &j(d[)=O, 
-00 -CCJ -a3 
J 
00 
t2y(de)=b2, 0-c * J S2rlkX) c 00, -CO --oc 
ThenX,,( 9)+X( l ) wttereX( l ) isoscillatingBrownian motion with X(O) = 0, vLW _- 
a2 for 6 2 0 and ~‘(6) = b2 for 5 < 0. 
roof. We use Corollary 8.3 with the modifi n mentioned in emark 2, an 
k/n. It is easy to verify that the Lind 
[ntl 
c EkN 
k=O 
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holds, so we may use untruncated increments in the conditions A2(K) and A3(Kj. 
The condition Al is immediate from the Lindeberg condition. The assumption 
1 [q (dc) = 0 is used for th,e first line in (8.12), and 1 t2q(dt) > 0 is used to prove 
the last line in (8.12). 
9. A modilied set of conditions 
The modification considered here has to do with the time increments At,(k) = 
k+l 
- ti. We have only assumed that each tl is a stopping time with respect to 
;gn (t)). Thus in general At,,(k) is only measurable with respect o Sn (tL+’ ), while 
the rest of the kth term in the sum defining A2(K) or A3(K) is measurable with 
respect o S,&. Therefore the conditions as they stand seem a little unnatural. 
More important, if wt: want to use our results to develop a diffusion approxima- 
tion theory for pure jump Markov processes in continuous time, the conditions 
turn out to be too strong with the natural sequence of partitions. For instance, let 
1X&) = n-“* Y(nt) where Y ( 9 ) is a compound Poisson process with time parameter 
I and jump measure q( l ) satisfying 5 &(dl) = 0 and J 12q(dt) = 1. Then it is easy 
to show that {X,*( l )} converges to Brownian motion, but the conditions A2(K) and 
A3(K) do not hold if K has positive Lebesgue, measure and we take tk, = T&z 
with Tk being the time of the kth jump in Y( l ): These difficulties are resolved by 
t ne following. 
Proposition 9.1. Suppose that we in the condition A2(K 1 and A3(K)’ and in (2.6) 
and (2.7)replaceAt~(k)byEk(At~(k)}=E{At,(k)I~~(t,k)}~zndthatr,,(t)iseverywhere 
replaced by 
rz(t)=mir. j>O: i 
I \ k =0 
(9-l) 
Then Theorem 2,1 and Theorem 2.2 continue to hold, provided we in addition assume 
that 
r;(r) 
1 Ek{At,(k); At,,(k)%}~O for all E, ~0. (9.2) 
k==O 
. When (9.2) holds, it is unnecessary to check (1.2): Ry (9.2) we have 
rZ( rj 
1 Pk[Atn(k)>e]&) forall? >o. 
k=O 
But by [7, Lemma 3.2; this implies maxO& ,,~~,,dt,(k).~O, which is (1.2) with r:(t) 
replacing r, (t). Also, instead of the conditon r,k t 00 (k --j 00) in (1.1) we really need 
t, (k)} = q which is usually easier to will show below that the 
’ (r,, (t)} and {rz (t)) are equivalent in t at if any of the conditions 
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Al, A2(K), A3(K) etc. hold with one of these time scales, then they also hoW 
with the other time scale. 
Proof of Proposition 9.1. Define s’, =CLyO &{&(k)}. Then r:(t) = max{jz=O: 
s’, G t} and 
As,,(k) dzfs:+l -s,k = Ek{At,,(k)}. 
By the inequality 
max As,(k)s max Ek{Atn(k);Atn(k)~~~}+~ 
k e;(f) ksr:(r) 
P 
and by (9.2), we get max()&&(t) As,(k)-+O. For each n 2 1 we define a new familol 
of g-fields {S$(s);s~O} by S~(s)=&(& for s~ss<s~+*, i.e., S:(F) is the 
collection of all events LI such that A n [s i s s < si+’ ] E 9,( t f: ) for all k l;r 0. Then 
each s’, is a stopping time with respect to this family, and {st] is a sequence of 
partitions in the sense speciiled in (1.1)~(1.3). 
Finally, we define a new sequence of processes {X,* ( l )} by Xz (s) = X,&t ) on 
the event [sf: s s < st+* 1. Then if WC defin’e VXZ (k), AX: (k) etc. as in (1.4) with 
s,k replacing t,k, we have VXZ (k) = AX,(k) and AX: (k) = AX,,(k 1. Furthermore, 
Xz (. ) is adapted to the family of g-fields 19: (s)}. 
Now consider the connection between {m(t)} and {rz (t)}. By what has been proved 
above we have that x$zA Ek{A&(k)}-!&, and by (9.2) this implks 
r:(t) 
c Ek{At,(k); lAt,Jk)l 6 1>Lt. 
k=O 
From the remark above, we also have max&&,) At,,(k)LO. If we use [y, Lemma 
(3.5)] with Xni = (At& + l))‘/21(At,(i + 1) s 1) and Pni = &(t:I+l ), this implies 
k=O 
But since max At,, (k&O, this again is equivalent to 
(9.3) 
On the other hand, we have t>“’ s t for all t Z= 0, which shows that 
for all t, E > 0. Then maxkS_rr;(r+E) At,.Jk)LO implies (1.2), !,o in particular we have 
t, rfW-1 $. Using the argument leading to (9.4) once again gives 
for all t, F ‘> 0, an 
time scales. 
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It is now a straightforward matter to translate the conditions of Theorem 2.1 
(Theorem 2.2) for the sequence {Xn ( l )}-with the modification given in Proposition 
9.1-into conditions for the sequence {Xz (a)}, using the a-fields 9: (s) and the 
sequence of partitions {s:}. In the conditions A4(i), AA(i) and AR(i) we use the 
fact that the values taken by,Xz (s), as s runs through the interval [0, l], are equal 
to the values of X&) for sk ns t,l.e. for k s rz (t). Then we use (9.3). The result 
of all this is that {Xc ( l )} satisfies the canditions of Theorem 2.1 (Theorem 2.2) 
with no modification. Thus we can conclude that X,* ( l )=>X( l ) where X( 0) is the 
usual diffusion process. 
To show that X,J 9 j=+X( l ), we first use the estimate 
sup IX,(s)--Xx,* (s)l Gjyra2, W,(i)+ max SUF;+~ IX,” bi,,-X,T WI, 
OGSSC --al jSl-“(l) russet” 
which gives 
P 
[ 
sup ~xn(s)-x3s)~cs.2& G 
0SS’S.t 1 
SP 
[ 
max VX,,(i) > E + P 
I 1 
sup Ixx4--i%)l~~ 
jSrzit+l) s.u=sr+l 1 
Is-Ul~2S 
+P max At”(j)>8 +P 1 [ max j 2 r,, ( t ) jsr$(f+l)ArH(t) is; -t$s I 
+ P[m (0 > 6 (t + 1 )I. (9.6) 
As n-+oo, the first term on the right-hand side tends to 0 by the condition Al 
(and [7, Lemma 3.11 again), and the lim sup of the second term can be made 
arbitrarily small by choosing S small, since X,* ( 9)+X( 9 ), which is continuous. By 
(1.2) and (9.4), it is only left to prove that the next-to-last erm on the right-hand 
side of (9.6) tends to zero. 
To handle this term, we use a martingale argument. Let A > 0 and put 
&t,(k) =&(W{&(k)~A), 
also define tk(~) = Ci-$, Ahtn(k) and s’,(A) = Ci20 &{Aht,,(k)} with the understand- 
ing that t! (A ) = s!(A) = 0. Then for fixed n we see that {t L (A) -.sL (A); Fn (t’, )}j=o, 1.. . 
is a martingale. Furthermore, if k,, = rz(t+ 1)~ m(t+ l), then k, + 1 is a stopping 
time with respect o the discrete family of a-fields {& (t’,); j 2 0). By (9.2) we have 
that maxjCk, 1s; -s’, (A)IzO, ar,d a corresponding result holds for ta - &(A) since 
maxi+ At&)&O. Thus it is enough to show that maxj<k, I&A)-tQA)jAO. Now 
Kolmogorovs inequality for martingales gives 
max Itb(A)-s',(A)II>8 
1 
Gc?-~’ 
jsk, 
I++* (,\) -&+’ (A)(. 
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As in (9.3), using (9.4)-(9.5), we find that ?~~“(A)-%+1 and .s$“(h)--%+I, SO 
that t$” (I).) - s,k,+* (A ) z 0. Furthermore 
I t ;;“+I (A) _ s;“+1 (h)l&+s$+2A c2tt+l+A), 
so dominated convergence gives Elttn” (A) -&+’ (A )I-+O. 
Therefore all the terms on the right-hand side of (9.6) arc small, so sups% f IXn (s) - 
X,” (s)lzO, and X,,( l )+X( 8) follows. This completes the proof of the m 
version of Theorem 2.1. Concerning Theorem 2.2, we have shown earlier (Section 
7) that the conclusions are implied by X,, ( 9)+X( l ). 
To make all this a little more concrete, we will formulate a typical example of 
applications. As usual, let F be the state space of a diffusion X( l ) with parameters 
p ( l ) and cr*(. ), assumed continuous. We assume that any regular boundary r, is 
reflecting with (- l)ip (Q) > 0 and 
N. p(x)i*(x) dx = +a 
A I 
for neighborhoods Ni of ri. For each II 2 1, let Xn;* ) be a pure jump Markov process 
with state space Sn c F, with time parameter A, (5) (P’[ T > t] = exp{-A, (t)r) where 
T is the time of the first jump from 5~ S,), and with jump measure p,(& A) 
(Z~S,,,AcSn-{~H A ssume that S,* be dense in F as IZ -00. Note that for the 
pure jump process Xn( 9) we have 
$ A,‘(X,(ti))=ma.s. 
k=O 
where tf: is the time of the kth jump [3, Proposition 15.433. 
Corollary 9.2. Assume that X,(0)-X(O) in distribution, and that for any s E Fartd 
for any sequence (x,) such that x,, E S,, and x,, -x, we have 
hh,,) (Y 
J 
-x&&n; dyb+p(XL 
S” 
Ark,) 
J 
(y -x,,)*p,t(xn; dy!--cr*(xL 
%I 
&&A 
J 
ly -xn13pn(xn; W-0. 
S” 
Then X,-&)+X(+ 
W7) 
roof. The conditions (9.7) for any x and any sequence {x,*} i 
gence on compacts in F. 
straightforward application of Proposition 9.1. (Compare Corollary 2.3.) When F 
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is noncompact (i.e- has one or two inaccessible boundaries), a corresponding 
modification of Proposition 4.1 slhows that XF ( 0 ) _“-rt? ( l ) for each compact interval 
K in E [We may have to Imodify {A,, ( l )} outside K to make sure that (9.2) holds.) 
Finally, we use the argument around [8, (6.2)] to prove that X,” ( l )+XK ( l ) for 
all compacts K c F imphes Xn ( u ) *X( l ) I 
Remark. When x = ri is an exit boundary and x,* -x, the conditions (9.7) are too 
strong. In particular, the first condition A,,(x,J--oo will in many eases not hold. By 
redefining the sequence of partitions we can show that this condition is in fact 
unnecessary when {x,} converges to an exit boundary and that the others may be 
replaced by the single condition 
hl(x,) I ,v_X”,,eP.(xn; dYb+O (9.8) 
for all E > 0. 
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